The Case
Case 04: Bluebloods by Kira Magrann
The nights are long in Midnight city, which makes it easy for the
vampires to hunt the hot lonely streets. They stalk through the
darkness in neighborhood bars, alleyways, hospitals, anywhere
they can get the blood they need. The casual citizen is blissfully
unaware of how much they’ve infiltrated the power structures of the
city. Vampires are politicians, socialites, lawyers, CEO’s, police.
Every one of the city’s institutions is held by their grasp. The ruling
vampires here intend to keep the system messy, so they can keep
feeding on their flock.
The vampires try to remain hidden, to keep their power in place. So
it was unusual to have a young professional show up very publicly
dead at one of the art deco hotels. His name was Ryan Peterson, a
financial advisor who often worked for vampires in town to move
their money around, and they found him bled out in the rooftop
pool, turning it red. The hotel’s owner, Dorothy Crawford, has filed
a report claiming no ownership to the crime or the human. In fact,
she’s certain someone is framing her for the murder to expose her as
a vampire. The fact that Ryan Peterson was so tied to the finances of
the vampires in the city puts all the bloodsuckers at risk, though, and
they are quickly trying to cover their tracks.
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The City
Corrupted by: Extravagance
Midnight City is famous for its beautiful art deco architecture, its
ties to organized crime, and its draw to people who want to become
famous or indulge in its vices. Its downtown is overpopulated with
touristy clubs and restaurants, its streets lined in old neon and
palm trees. Much of the city is in need of repair, and the homeless
population and joblessness has risen in recent years, creating a large
lower class. The distance between the very rich and the very poor
grows every day, and the vampires like it that way. It gives them a
herd of homeless, jobless humans to feed on.
The leaders of this city are more concerned with gaining wealth and
power than protecting its citizens, and they’ll do whatever it takes
to keep it that way. Deals with shady characters in exchange for
tomorrow’s cocktail parties and making moral choices they’re not so
proud of is just part of their game. Many of the politicians and CEOs
are in the deep pockets of the bloodsuckers who are manipulating
them. Take the money, make this deal, pass this law, get another
yacht for the weekend, turn a blind eye to whoever is suffering for it.
It’s been rumored that the vampires store their wealth as diamonds.
Blood diamonds, of course. The say the city’s bluebloods have their
fangs deep in the criminal underground in order to procure and
transport these gems around.
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The Districts
Downtown

♥

The Strip
Skid Row

♣

Hemlock
Lane
Outskirts

♠

The Hills

The Strip (♥) - Populated with the hottest bars
and clubs in town, the Strip is the heart of nightlife
in Midnight City. Many vampires own businesses
here, and it’s known to have shady dealings
with gangsters from Hemlock Lane. The Strip
encourages any kind of vice you could want.
Hemlock Lane (♣) - The border street that marks
one of the poorest neighborhoods in Midnight
City. South of here are the darkest, hottest streets.
People live in row houses and broken down old
apartment buildings. A few criminal organizations
have ruled these streets for generations.
The Hills (♠) - At the edges of the city are the
rolling hills that lead out into small towns and
then desert. There are a few enclaves of artists and
ranchers, but mostly it’s dotted with shrubs and
dust.

Upper Crust The Oceanfront(♦) - Ten-million dollar houses
bedeck the cliffs that meet the breathtaking beaches
of Midnight City. Except for a few coves, most
of this area is private property. The moon shines
brightest from Rocky Point, a beautiful cave system
The
where lovers sneak at night.
Oceanfront

♦

Cut along dotted lines and pin to the four corners of the board.
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The Players
♥ Sofia Gonzalez

PRINCIPLE: “A broken heart doesn't need hope”
Ryan’s girlfriend, determined to find out who ruined her future. She was at
the party when it happened, and found the engagement ring in his pocket she
presumes he was going to give to her.

♥ Alejandro Garcia

PRINCIPLE: “Anarchy is better than servitude”
Upstart vampire, owns a gay bar, looking for a reason to topple the vampire
system he thinks is oppressive. This drama could give him an in to do just that.

♦ Dorothy Crawford

PRINCIPLE: “My way has worked for 100 years”
Hotel owner, mostly moral vampire, livid someone is framing her.

♠ Sean Brown

PRINCIPLE: “Without my looks, I’m nothing”
A human who is bound in blood to the vampire king Santiago, he’s trying to
get out but can’t figure out how. If he can get another vamp on his side, he
could escape.

♣ Desi Jones

PRINCIPLE: “I might be a criminal but I keep my promises”
She moves diamonds through clubs and bars in the seedy underground, and
she’s done working for vampires. If they’re framed for this and outed, she can
go back to regular human crime.
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The Victim
Ryan Peterson

Financial advisor who often
worked for vampires in town to
move their money around.

Pin the victim to the center of the board. The other two leads are the scene of the
crime and an object found there. Pin them up in their respective districts. Keep these
starting leads separate from the other lead cards.
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The Leads
Cut out the leads on this and the following page, shuffle, and put them in an
envelope. The leads are laid out in such a way that you should be able to lay the
pages on top of each other and cut both sets out at once.
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